


The sensapure difference



A powerful combination

Flavor 
Technologies

Applications 
Expertise



Leadership experience

Leadership team built and scaled a 
successful nutrition manufacturing 
business

Customized ERP System developed 
over 10 years to meet industry needs

Global sourcing expertise



Location and logistics expertise
World class R&D / Manufacturing facility 
located in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Salt Lake is a major U.S. hub of direct 
selling and active nutrition brands and 
manufacturers.

Fast track flavor program with global 
brands and industry leading 
manufacturers.



Flavor Library



Over a 
thousand 

proprietary 
formulas. 

hundreds of 
available 
samples.



State of the art facilities













The Sensapure Tasting App







SENSAPURE TASTING APP



Partnering



What do customers really want?
Through customer satisfaction surveys, we have found the top outcomes that 
customers desires are:

100% on-time, in-spec order fulfilment
Reduced overall GOGS of finished goods
Reduced finished good inventory (carrying costs can equal 18 - 22% 

of COGS)
Reduced risk of obsolescence of finished good inventory
Shorter lead-times

Our customer’s needs are our primary focus.  Our unique partnering approach allows 
us to help our customers create a significant competitive market advantage.



Partnerships

There are three types of partnerships that customers generally 
experience: The lowest level—Dysfunctional—represents a 
relationship that is non-productive and possibly destructive. 

The highest level—Integrated—is a mutually beneficial 
relationship that is highly productive and fulfilling.

Open sharing of information and developing integrated 
partnerships with our clients is the best avenue to mutual 
success.



Partnerships
Levels of Partnerships:

Dysfunctional—almost adversarial – a real us or them mentality with little 
mutual trust, respect, or benefit to either party. Negotiate aggressively to get 
their way at the other’s expense. 

Compatible—Careful about information sharing and roles are mostly 
independent, not interdependent. Courteous negotiations but primarily still 
focused on “getting” with minimal concerns on how it affects the other party. 

Integrated—these partnerships are characterized by oneness (high levels of 
information sharing), covenants, high performance, and values; purposes and 
objectives are fully congruent and edifying. In Integrated partnerships, new 
levels of unexpected performance are generated; outcomes are extensive, 
powerful, and beyond normal expectations. 



How do we Partner?
Customer action plans facilitate open dialogue

Earn the trust to get the communication.  

Agree to operate at a higher level – develop a 
CONCORD.   

Forecasts and stocking arrangements to help reduce 
lead times or supply chain interruptions.  

Be an extension of their R&D team.



How do we Partner?
Access to Our Second-to-none Flavor Applications Lab  
Whether its hard to flavor projects, cost engineering formulas, or 
too much work inhouse, our apps lab services top tier and we want 
to be an extension of you.  

Full Support from Our R&D Lab  
When we can’t formulate with current flavors in the apps lab, we 
have flavor chemists to custom engineer flavor for your exact 
application.  These can be done very rapidly (and they have even 
been done during client visits!).

Investments in Flavor Matching
If you have supply chain concerns or are looking for exact matches 
to high volume flavors, we have the technical capabilities to help 
you reduce your supply chain risk or COGS through our technology 
and flavor chemists.  



SLC 
1945 Fremont Dr.

Salt Lake City, Utah

84104

ONLINE 
www.sensapure.com

@sensapure

Sensapure 



Thank you


